
Release Note 5.42.1.6.28R

Models and Firmware

 fwV10.rom: UCV10

 fwV20.rom: UCV20

 fwV50.rom: UCV50

 fwV52.rom: UCV52

 fwV53.rom: UCV53

Version: 5.42.1.6.28R-20230717

New Add Features
 Support Google Analytics APP.

 Support IPV6.

 Support silent call with Bluetooth Button. Panic Button User Guide

 Adds "Audio Alert for BLF Pickup" and "Visual Alert for BLF Pickup" features.

Improve Feature

 N/A

Bug fixes
 Fixed an issue that the headset light turned off and the headset mode was turned off 

after the phone was rebooted.

 Fixed issues related to switching between primary and standby servers.

 Fixed the issue that Smart BLF could not be dialed out during a conference.

 Fixed the issue that modifying the handset (headset/handfree) gain on the webpage 

does not take effect.

 Fixed some stability issues with the BLF list icon display.

 Fixed an issue that changing the LED configuration did't take effect immediately.

 Fixed some issue for call park status change.

 Fixed some stability issues.

Version: 5.42.1.5.0 

New Add Features

 N/A

Improve Feature

 N/A

https://htekdesk.atlassian.net/wiki/spaces/PHONES/pages/483000321/Panic+Button+User+Guide


Bug fixes
 Fixed an issue with video resolution negotiation.

 Fixed the issue that the phone will dial directly when pressing the number key on the 

interface such as xmlbrowser, history, contact and message.

 Fixed the issue that exception option 43 lead to network inpassability and crash.

 When using a 3CX account to establish a video conference, its conference members 

cannot resume to participate in the conference after holding actively (or passively).

 When the V5x phone establishes an audio call, there is no "add video button" display 

on the call interface.

 After the phone is successfully connected to WiFi, the wan mask in the LCD network 

is displayed as 0.0.0.0. 

 Delete the group created under "Local Contact", the groupname of the contact in the 

group is not changed to allContacts. 

 Fixed some issues with spring frames. 

 Fixed the issue that EHS could not connect. 

 Fixed the problem that the Hotline function does not work. 

 Fixed the stability issue of the Daily Plan. 

 Fixed the stability issue of the History. 

 Fixed the stability issue of the WiFi.  

 Fixed some stability issues.


